
Visitors’ chair BB409.1 upholstered in fabric 

The visitors and conference chairs BB400 by Kleos are the perfect chairs for your guests. All the chairs in this series have been especially designed 
by Kleos to be combined with the corresponding office chairs of the BB100 series. The BB400 chairs undoubtedly represent the perfect completion 
of your office furniture, or the perfect comfort and style for all your meetings.

The visitors’ chair BB409.1 Kleos is a conference and meeting chair for your office coordinated with the swivel task chair Kleos BB109. This 
comfortable conference chair is meant for your office and meeting rooms, with a medium-high backrest, rests on a stable base with four spokes 
and pins, compared to other models of the series with castors. The backrest and seat of the conference and visitors’ chair BB409.1  are composed 
of a single piece, carved in wood. In detail, the shell of the visitors’ chair BB409.1 i padded with a high-density polyurethane foam cushion and then 
upholstered in strong and resistant fabric. All this to guarantee wear and stain resistance, ergonomics and a high level of comfort.
Finally, the KleoTex Hydra fabric, hupholstery for the visitor’s chair BB409.1, as well as the other office chairs of this line, has been chosen for its 
high flame retardant qualities and high resistance to wear and rubbing, is proposed in ten different colors, to harmonize with the corresponding 
operating chair and the environment intended to host it.

Kleos BB409.1 Technical Data

.

.

Shell
- In shaped beech plywood
- Seat width 495 mm
- Seat depth 420 mm
- Backrest height 480 mm
- Fixed angle between seat and back of 105°
- Foamed cushion in flexible polyurethane
- Standard version in black fabric

Base
- In aluminum
- 4-spoke cross
- Diameter 690 mm
- Height 82 mm

Pins
- Four nylon pins
- Diameter 22 mm
- Height 8 mm
- Hard or soft floor inserts

Uphosltery
- 100% polyester
- Weight 390 g / m²
- Martindale wear resistance (SN EN ISO 12947-2)
   150,000 rounds
- Fire resistance certificate BS 5852 PART 0 California 117

Regulations
- SN EN 1335
- SN EN 12527
- SN EN 12529
- ISO 21015
- ANSI / BIFMA X5.1
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Dimensions

BBX4

BBX8 BBX34

BBX3

BBX33

BBX2

BBX7

BBX1 BBX5 BBX6

Fabric

Category 1

Kleotex Hydra is made of 100% polyester fabric which grants elevated resistance to wear. The innovative anti-stain treatment allows to remove, 
exclusively with water, stains of coffee, wine, food, drinks, pens and juices.

The images are for informational purposes only and may not exactly match the purchased product or accessories.
Further colors and upholstery materials can be ordered by e-mail to contact@kleos.online
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